Inspire Struggling Readers to Become Independent Learners

SUPPORTING YOUR SCHOOL
Achieve school-wide acceptance with data-driven tools:
- District and school level implementation
- A cost-effective solution that provides at least 20% of students access to grade-level content
- Builds teacher capacity and effectiveness in meeting the varied needs of their students
- Support and resources for CORE (Champions of Reading Engagement) teams to ensure implementation with fidelity

SUPPORTING YOUR TEACHERS
Customized launch plans, progress monitoring tools, and student incentive programs:
- On demand resources to integrate human-read audiobooks in the classroom
- Step-by-step launch plans customized by grade and classroom environment
- Resources and reading games that engage students and help to encourage reading
- Dashboards show student data and progress, providing insight into understanding reading behavior

HUMAN READ AUDIOBOOKS
Engage students to become empowered learners with access to grade-level content:
- An extensive collection of K-12 literature, popular series, and textbooks
- Library of human-read audiobooks matches most school curriculum
- Highlighted tracking on device follows narration
- Reading app provides for a personalized reading experience with embedded learning tools
- 24/7 access to Learning Ally’s reading app on devices in school and at home

SUPPORTING YOUR PARENTS
Provide confidence that your school is successfully supporting their children with:
- Parent resource kit for schools to use at parent nights
- An online community on Facebook to connect with other parents walking the same journey
- A professional specialist directory in your area
- A tutor network specially trained in literacy programs

SUPPORTING YOUR STUDENTS
Access to all the books they want and need to read to keep up with peers:
- Supports multisensory reading experience so students can comprehend
- Best of breed reading app with connectivity to teachers to share notes, cite text and more
- Positive reinforcement for building reading habits with incentives and award programs
- Master core content knowledge and become engaged active learners
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